Although viral propagation is a localized process, mathematical models of viral replication kinetics have been limited to systems of ordinary differential equations describing spatially averaged behavior. In this paper, we introduce a cellular automaton model of viral propagation based on the known biophysical properties of HIV. In particular, we include the competition between viral lability and Brownian motion. The model predicts three testable effects not present in previous descriptions. First, we find a profound dependence of viral infectivity on cell concentration; virion instability decreases infectivity more than 100-fold under typical experimental conditions, resulting in misleading estimates of the number of infectious particles. Second, we find that, in a large parameter regime, infection extinguishes itself due to insufficient target cell replenishment. Finally, we find that propagation is limited by viral stability at low cell density and by geometry at high cell density. The geometrylimited regime can be modulated by downregulation of CD4. These different properties are analysed quantitatively and compared with previous experimental results. r
Introduction
Considerable effort has been devoted to modeling the dynamics of viral infections, principally HIV-1 infection of humans. These models have contributed significantly to the understanding of HIV pathogenesis in vivo and to the understanding of its basic biology. Because of the enormous complexity of the millions of cells involved, mathematical descriptions have generally been limited to systems of a few coupled ordinary differential equations describing the average behavior at the whole-body level (Perelson & Nelson, 1999) or to statistical descriptions of the genetic change in the whole body. Viral propagation is, however, a fundamentally local process. Focal bursts of virions have been demonstrated around infected T cells in vivo (Tenner-Racz et al., 1988; Haase et al., 1996; Reinhart et al., 1998; Schacker et al., 2001) . Correlations between spatial location and viral genetics have been observed (Cheynier et al., 1994) and modeled (Frost et al., 2001) in splenic tissue. Localization is particularly relevant in the case of HIV infection, for two reasons. First, the virus is inherently unstable, possibly due to shedding of the glycoprotein gp120, which mediates virus-cell binding. The concentration of gp120 on the virion surface has been shown to decrease exponentially, with a parallel loss in infectivity (McKeating et al., 1991) . Second, the vast majority of HIV infection occurs in lymphoid tissues, where HIV-infectible cells are densely packed. This environment allows the virus to maximize the efficiency of diffusive transfer from producer to target cell. Thus the local propagation of HIV within lymphoid tissues may be fundamentally different than the hematogenous spread of virus to distant lymphoid tissues (Grossman et al., 1998) . The importance of lability in determining retroviral kinetics has also been demonstrated in vectors derived from the structurally similar Moloney murine leukemia virus (Chuck & Palsson, 1996; Andreadis et al., 2000) .
In this paper, we propose a model of viral spread among a small cluster of cells. Our goal is to elucidate the contribution of three-dimensional spatial correlations in viral propagation. The effect of spatial degrees of freedom on viral evolution will not be discussed here. Although our model emphasizes the physics of labile virus propagation generally, we will choose parameter values appropriate to the case of HIV spreading among CD4+ T cells either in vivo or in vitro.
Averaged Models
We begin by discussing a spatially averaged model of infection that includes the effect of infectivity loss. (The mechanism of infectivity loss is uncertain; whether gp120 shedding (McKeating et al., 1991) or other mechanisms is responsible does not affect our mathematical results.) This ''stirred'' model will be compared with a model explicitly incorporating spatial variations in the next section. Let V be the concentration of unbound infectious viral particles, I the concentration of infected cells, and T the concentration of target cells. Note that we ignore non-infectious viral particles, though these would be included by many conventional assays of virus concentration.
We assume that infected cells are produced by a two-body interaction of target cells and virions followed by a random infection process of efficiency f ; this might be less than one due to the production of defective virions (Piatak et al., 1993) , the inhibitory effect of antiviral compounds, or intracellular processing of viruses. According to the law of mass action, virus-cell collisions will occur at a rate aTV per unit volume. Thus infected cells are produced at rate f aTV and die at a rate d I ; so the net equation for the infected cell concentration is
Free infectious virions are eliminated due both to binding with cells at a rate aTV and spontaneous inactivation at a rate d V : Assuming that, prior to death, a single infected cell produces an average burst of b virions gives the equation
for the virus density. The system given by eqns (1) and (2) was first suggested by Perelson (Perelson et al., 1997) as a description of viral dynamics in the whole body. This model exhibits initial exponential growth at a rate approaching
The basic reproductive rate (MacDonald, 1952) during this unchecked growth is, assuming an instantaneous burst from each cell (Nowak et al., 1997) ,
Relevant limiting cases are more illustrative than the general formula (4), so we will specialize now to parameter values appropriate to HIV infection. The death rate d I of infected cells has been estimated at approximately 0:4 d À1 (Perelson et al., 1997) . The inactivation rate of virions d V has been measured in vitro in both M. C. STRAIN ET AL.
HIV (McKeating et al., 1991) and the structurally similar Moloney murine leukemia virus (MMLV) (Andreadis et al., 2000) at about 4 d À1 :
The inactivation rate of virus in lymphoid tissues may be related to this spontaneous decay rate and/or to the rate of clearance from lymphoid tissues, estimated as 3 d À1 (Perelson et al., 1997) .
Since these values are coincidentally very similar, it seems reasonable to assume an in vivo
This is a special case of results obtained previously in models of the diffusion-limited propagation of HIV in vitro (Layne et al., 1989) and in vivo (Perelson, et al., 1993) . At high cell densities T bd V =a; this reduces to bf : In this limit, each infected cell produces a burst of b virions, all of which attach to cells, and infects with probability f : Cell density has no effect on viral replication in this regime. At cell densities well below d V =a; eqn (5) implies that the reproductive ratio is directly proportional to T :
To determine which limit is appropriate in vivo, we must consider the physics of viral diffusion. The Stokes relation
for the diffusion coefficient of a sphere of radius R; where k B is the Boltzmann constant, t is the absolute temperature, and Z is the viscosity of water, gives a value of 1:7 Â 10 À3 cm 2 d À1 ; which is in good agreement with measured values for the structurally similar Moloney murine leukemia virus (Andreadis et al., 2000) . We will assume this value in the remainder of this paper. The Smoluchowski result (v. Smoluchowski, 1916) r ¼ 4p
for the rate r of collisions between two such spheres gives, in the limit of perfect adherence ðr ¼ aÞ; an explicit value for the rate coefficient
where D refers to the diffusion coefficient of the virus, and R is the radius of the cell. (Haase et al., 1996) .
Since these cells are localized in parafollicular regions within the nodes, the relevant in vivo density may be as high as 10 9 ml À1 :
Equation (5) predicts that the reproductive ratio may be less than the burst size either due to inherent viral defects or to a density-dependent competition between spontaneous infectivity decay and diffusion-limited virus binding. At cell densities T 4d V =aE5 Â 10 7 ml À1 ; as in lymphoid tissues, virus binding is not limited by diffusion. Typical in vitro experiments are done at cell concentrations two orders of magnitude lower than this cutoff. Thus in vitro estimates of infectivity may underestimate the efficiency of viral transmission in vivo by orders of magnitude. This may in part explain the discrepancy between measured titers of infectious virus and the number of HIV genomes observed in peripheral blood (Piatak et al., 1993) .
Modeling the Spatial Spread of Virus
We now turn to developing a model that explicitly incorporates the spatial spread of virus between cells. The problem of the spatial spread of infection is simplest in the limit of small cells at low density. In this case, the densities of free virus (V f ), virus bound to cells (V b ), and target cells (T ), can be approximated as continuous variables governed by a system of partial differential equations. The relevant processes DYNAMICS OF HIV PROPAGATION occurring are diffusion of free virus, binding of free virus to cells at a rate aTV f and spontaneous virus inactivation at a rate d V : The governing system is then
For the simplest case of a homogeneous cell distribution (constant T ), the final distribution of bound virus is
and the screening length l D is given by
This continuum approximation to viral spread is valid in the limit of diffuse cells. The rate of virus-cell interactions is given strictly by the mass-action formula aTV only when the ratio of the cell radius R to the mean intercellular distance Wx is much less than one. At a cell density T of 4 Â 10 8 cells m À1 ; the spacing is approximately Wx ¼ T À1=3 E18 mm. A typical T cell is about 4 mm in radius, so it is not clear that the low-density result applies. We therefore need to consider high-density corrections to the Smoluchowski collision rate (9).
The case of stable virus (d V ¼ 0) corresponds to a problem studied mathematically in the theory of ''diffusion-limited reactions'', especially in the case of a species diffusing among a field of spherical absorbing traps (Felderhof, 1985; Richards, 1987; Lee et al., 1989; Torquato, 1991; Torquato & Yeong, 1997) . We will assume that the reaction rate is infinite, i.e. that any collision of virus with cell results in the virus attachment. For simplicity, we assume that the cells are spheres of uniform size distributed on a simple cubic lattice.
The correction to the Smoluchowski reaction rate (9) was calculated exactly in this case by Felderhof (1985) assuming a steady-state virus concentration. The result for the corrected rate a 0 is
where
is the volume fraction. The coefficients m p are constants dependent on the lattice structure; for a simple cubic lattice, m 0 E1:76: The first nonzero term in the sum over p is the p ¼ 10 term. Although this result is exact in steady state, it is only an approximation to the collision rate of viruses emanating as a focal burst from the surface of a single cell. To test the validity of the result in this case, viral diffusion and binding were simulated using a first-passage-time (FPT) algorithm, proposed by Torquato and Kim (1989) ; this method efficiently computes the exact average spatial distribution. Figure 1 compares the theoretical estimates of Smoluchowski and Felderhof with simulations in which virions were distributed using the FPT algorithm. The results demonstrate that the monopole approximation
is accurate to within 1% for cell radii less than 90% of the maximum value (Wx=2) for both a uniform initial viral concentration or a burst from the surface of a single cell. These results are for stable diffusing particles, corresponding the limit d V -0: The general result is given by eqn (13), with a replaced by the Felderhof result (14).
To reduce the computational cost of simulations and to aid analytical calculations, eqns (12-14) can be used to integrate out the diffusion problem. Then the probability that a virion released from the origin ultimately binds to the lattice site at iWx would be approximately V b ðiWx; NÞ; the number of virions bound per unit volume, times the volume ðWxÞ 3 of the unit cell. Thus the probability that a given virion
released from a cell at the origin will bind to the cell at lattice site i is
Figure 2 demonstrates that this theoretical prediction agrees with simulations using the FPT algorithm. The distribution of virions on the lattice is completely determined by the parameters
and
We will use these dimensionless length-scale ratios to simplify our results in the next section.
BASIC REPRODUCTIVE RATE
The exact spatial distribution of virions is of less interest than the total number of cells infected by a single burst (the basic reproductive ratio R 0 ). This fundamental parameter determines whether propagation will be sustained and how rapidly the virus reproduces. A cell with bound virus becomes infected with probability f : Assuming single-hit kinetics, the probability that a burst of size b from the origin infects lattice site i is
The basic reproductive rate is When the decay length is less than roughly one lattice spacing, higher-order corrections are necessary. The third-order correction, termed the ''monopole'' approximation in (Felderhof, 1985) , is correct to within numerical errors, regardless of whether virions are initially distributed uniformly in the extracellular space (circles) or as a ''burst'' distributed uniformly across the cell surface (triangles). Simulation parameters used were T ¼ 5 virions released from a cell at the origin was simulated using the FPT algorithm to determine to which cells each virion bound. The probability of any particular virion binding to a particular cell is shown as a function of the distance in lattice sites from the producer cell to the recipient cell. The theoretical prediction P 1 ðrÞ (shown as hollow symbols) demonstrates agreement of both the decay length l D predicted by equations (13-14)(and the overall normalization given in equation (18) 
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The binomial theorem allows this to be written as a polynomial expansion in the number of ''hits''. 
Near the propagation transition, the single-hit term dominates and only nearest-neighbor lattice sites have an appreciable chance of acquiring infection. In this regime, the sum is given approximately by
Thus, the minimal burst size for propagation is approximately
Note that, because w and z are independent of both b and f ; this can be rewritten as
where the product bf is the infectious burst size, i.e. the average number of infectious virions produced by each infected cell. Although the probability of infection given by eqn (21) depends asymmetrically on b and f ; to lowest order only the infectious burst size bf is relevant. The parametric dependence of R 0 is more difficult to summarize in the case of stable propagation. A simple model for the parametric dependence of R 0 can be obtained directly from estimate (13) of the decay length. Roughly speaking, only cells within a decay length of the producer cell will become infected. Thus, the total number of cells infected is of order l 3 D T : (One could assume a coefficient of 4p=3; but we are primarily interested in a crude estimate of parameter dependence.) Substituting in the continuum approximation (13) and assuming the Smoluchowski relation gives the estimate
At low densities T 5d V =4pRD; the reproductive ratio increases linearly with cell density; the slope is proportional to ðD=d V Þ 3=2 : At high densities, defined by T bd V =4pRD; R 0 decreases as T 1=2 : Note that the coefficient of this power law at high densities depends only on the cell radius (not on d V or D), indicating that viral spread is determined purely by the lattice geometry. This ''spherical'' approximation therefore predicts the existence of two qualitatively different regimes, a stability-limited regime at low density and a geometry-limited regime at high density.
Numerical Tests
Simulations using the FPT algorithm described above can be used to efficiently simulate the viral reproduction process. Figure 3 shows the dependence of R 0 on the cell density T for Stafford & Perelson, 2000) . At low densities, the stability of the virus limits reproduction, and the reproductive ratio increases linearly with the cell density T ; consistent with both the stirred and spatial models. At high densities, viral spread is limited by the lattice geometry, an effect predicted only by the spatial model. In this geometry-limited regime, the reproductive ratio decreases as T À1=2 for sufficiently large bursts. The geometry limitation is eliminated if each cell can bind only one virus, and R 0 approaches the burst size b ¼ 200 at high cell densities (hollow triangles). This is a model of how Nef might enhance infectivity at high cell densities. All simulations used R ¼ 2:5 Â 10 À4 cm; f ¼ 1; and averaged R 0 over 200 random initial conditions.
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several values of d V : The middle curve is based on the best estimate of HIV lability. The top curve shows completely stable virus, for which the geometric restrictions determine viral spread. All curves approach the T À1=2 scaling at high cell densities predicted by the spherical approximation, but this scaling is exact only for burst sizes much larger than the value b ¼ 200 used in these simulations. This scaling might be relevant in vivo; estimates of the HIV burst size range from about 100 to nearly 5000 (Haase et al., 1996; Hockett et al., 1999) . At low densities, R 0 initially increases linearly, consistent with the low-density limits of both the stirred model and the spherical model.
To test the ability of this model to connect microscopic dynamics with macroscopic properties, we might consider a modification of the model that allows the binding rate to vary dynamically. The interaction of virions with cells is mediated by the molecular interaction of viral gp120 with the cell-surface molecule CD4. Thus, loss of CD4 from the cell membrane, like gp120 shedding, prevents infection. The concentration of surface CD4 has been shown to decrease dramatically in cells infected with HIV containing wild-type Nef protein.
In addition, Nef has been shown to increase the viral growth rate in vitro (Chowers et al., 1995) . In vivo, virus with defective or absent Nef results in lower viral loads than Nef-competent HIV (Kestler III et al., 1991; Deacon et al., 1995) . The connection between microscopic and macroscopic properties is, however, not completely understood (Coleman et al., 2001) .
As a simple approximation that maximizes the effect, we consider the case of instantaneous and complete downregulation of CD4. In this limit, an infected cell immediately ceases to bind virus. Thus, in the limit of stable virus (d V ¼ 0), the reproductive ratio and infectious burst size are equal (R 0 ¼ bf ). Numerical simulations of this model are shown in Fig. 3 . The reproductive ratio is independent of the Nef effect at low cell densities, including the range of densities (10 5 -10 6 cm À3 ) used in most in vitro studies. At the densities typical of lymphoid tissues, however, the reproductive ratio is much higher with the Nef effect.
CELLULAR AUTOMATON MODEL
We now make use of eqns (18) and (21) to develop an explicit spatial model of transcellular viral propagation. Each site on a simple cubic lattice of spacing Wx corresponds to a potential site for a cell. The site therefore has three states, empty (E), infected (I), or target (T ). At each time step, every infected cell bursts, leaving an empty lattice site and distributing b virions. A cell at position iWx from the bursting cell has a probability P b ðiÞ of becoming infected as a result of the burst, where P b is given by eqn (18). Empty lattice sites are repopulated at a rate d T by division of target cells occupying neighboring lattice sites. In addition, empty lattice sites become target sites at a rate s T ; whether or not any neighboring sites harbor target cells. This latter process might reflect influx of cells from peripheral blood or from the thymus. Note that, because each iteration of the lattice corresponds to an infected cell lifetime, the recovery rates are measured in units of this lifetime.
The transition rules may be summarized as
where nn indicates nearest-neighbor lattice sites, and n is the total number of nearest neighbors (6 for the simple cubic lattice used here). The entire lattice is updated synchronously. The spatiotemporal dynamics of this cellular lattice model is determined by the propagation efficiency and by the recovery rate. If the reproductive ratio R 0 is less than of order 1, infection does not propagate. The stirred model of infection therefore predicts that propagation should occur initially if
This is quite different than the result obtained from our spatial model in eqn (24). Figure 4 DYNAMICS OF HIV PROPAGATION compares the results of simulations of the lattice model with both of these predictions. The ODE model overestimates viral infectiousness by more than an order of magnitude. Combining this effect with the density-dependence due to viral lability, we find that bf ; the number of potentially infectious virions, exceeds the basic reproductive ratio by approximately 10 4 at cell densities used in vitro.
The long-term dynamics in our model are determined by the rate of recovery of target cells. Infections propagate out as radial wave fronts, leaving a wake of empty cells (corresponding to dead cells). If cells recover quickly, virus can diffuse from producer cells in the wave front back across this wake, as shown in Fig. 5 . Once the initial pulse has propagated to the edge of the domain, the dynamics settles into a chaotic steady state in which infected, target, and empty sites coexist [shown in Fig. 5(d)] . This state appears to be statistically stationary for thousands of iterations, so its average dynamics might be described by a system of ordinary differential equations. This justifies the spatially averaged approach used in previous models of in vivo dynamics; our model differs in the connection between microscopic parameters (e.g. the burst size) and macroscopic parameters (e.g. the basic reproductive ratio).
The case of slow recovery is shown in Fig. 6 ; infection propagates transiently as a unidirectional wave. The transition between transient and stable infection as a function of the recovery rates d T and s T is shown in Fig. 7 . This phase portrait clarifies the necessity for the non-local production term s T in our model. Even if the cell division rate d T is very large, sustained infection does not occur if the influx s T is zero.
Discussion and Conclusions
The lattice cellular automaton presented here is an attempt to explicitly model spatial effects on the kinetics of viral propagation. The essential differences between this model and spatially averaged models, such as the ODE model given in eqns (1) and (2), are related to the fact that a viral burst only spreads to nearby cells. In our model, viral replication is directly limited by this effect. At low cell densities, such as those used in many in vitro experiments, the short half-life of virus limits spread to cells within a decay length of order ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi D=d V p : This leads to a simple prediction that could be tested in vitro. Both our averaged model and the spatial model predict a linear increase in R 0 (and hence in the viral growth rate) with cell concentration. However, the coefficient of this dependence is very different.
At higher cell densities, viral stability becomes irrelevant, but spatial localization still limits replication. In this geometry-limited regime, defined by cell densities T much greater than d V =a 0 E5 Â 10 7 ml À1 ; the reproductive ratio and rates are limited by the rate of viral diffusion relative to the rate of absorption by cells. Thus, a decrease in cell stickiness, possibly including downregulation of CD4 by the viral protein Nef, could significantly increase the efficiency of viral replication at high densities. Due to the low cell density, this effect would probably not be observed in typical in vitro experiments. Downregulation of CD4 alone is known to play a role in the Nef infectivity enhancement in vitro, but this may be due to alterations in the budding process (Iafrate et al., 2000) , rather than alterations in virus-cell binding. The increase seen in our model may still be relevant in vivo, leading to an increase in the viral growth rate during primary infection relative to Nef-deleted mutants. Spatial localization of viral spread also has a profound effect on long-term viral replication in our model if the replenishment rate of target cells is low. Infection in our model is ''target-cell limited'', as in many previous ordinary differential equation models (Perelson & Nelson, 1999) . However, in contrast to these models, our model shows a sharp qualitative transition to sustained viral infection at a critical recovery rate. For values of d T and s T below the phase transition shown in Fig. 7 , the rate of local cell destruction by the virus surpasses the maximal rate of local cell production. Thus, the infection burns itself out locally, and can be sustained only as a propagating wave. This behavior is analogous to that observed in certain models of excitable media (Ba¨r & Eiswirth, 1993; Falcke et al., 2000) . In these models, a transition from plane waves to sustained spatiotemporal chaos is observed as the recovery rate increases. Our cellular automaton model displays excitable dynamics, but the chaotic state is probably the most biologically relevant. That local burnout might occur biologically under unusual conditions is suggested by the kinetics observed in some tissue culture experiments and in the SCID-hu mouse model. In natural HIV infection, the efficient replication needed for this effect would most likely not be present except perhaps during primary infection. Our spatial model is probably too crude to make detailed quantitative predictions to compare with in vivo data from lymphoid tissues. In our simulations, nearly half of cells present are infected for most parameter values. This typical behavior does not seem to fit with in situ results, which have typically reported that over 99% of CD4+ T cells lack transcriptionally active viral RNA (Groux et al., 1992) . However, our model does not include suppression of viral replication by CD8+ T lymphocytes. Approximately 20% of CD4+ T cells contain integrated proviral genomes (Groux et al., 1992) , and a similar fraction of T cells may contain transcriptionally active RNA prior to the genesis of an effective antiviral immune response. An analysis of lymphoid tissues of infected patients shortly after seroconversion revealed approximately 15-fold more infected CD4+ T cells than in chronic infection, in closer agreement with our model (Schacker et al., 2001) .
Our model neglects several effects that may be critical to an understanding of the spatial spread of virus. Direct cell to cell transfer of virus may be an important determinant of the propagation threshold in vivo. Virus presentation by follicular dendritic cells (Spiegel et al., 1992) and propagation in macrophages (Igarashi et al., 2001 ) both may be important under certain circumstances in vivo. Local cytokine production may result in spatiotemporal variations in cell activation and local viral production rates. Most importantly, the role of CD8+ T lymphocytes on virus spread in vivo has been shown to critically effect viral replication (Jin et al., 1999) . In vitro, these effects can be eliminated, and our model is most likely relevant to such model systems. The existence of these effects in vivo, however, is not a contradiction of the basic physical competition between virus lability and diffusion that underlies our predictions. The role of other cell types in determining the spatiotemporal dynamics of HIV replication remains an important subject for future work. For recovery rates below the curve, infection propagates only as a planar wavefront; the wake of empty lattice sites behind this front is too long for virus to diffuse back across it, as shown in Figure 6 . Above the transition, a single infected cell is sufficient to initiate a stable infection of the entire lattice, as shown in Figure 5 . Each data point represents, within 10 percent, the value at which half of 100 random initial conditions lead to sustained propagation. Parameter values used were T ¼ 10 8 cm
